A Challenge to all Light Workers seeking Truth and
Wholeness as members of the Tau Tree of Life Healing Community
By Sean Bradley
The Members of the Tau Tree of Life Healing Community consists of fellow Light
Workers, Carers and Therapists. They are a Spiritual Family of like minded
individuals who seek empowerment through Spirituality, Education and Training plus
providing excellence, equality and respect for all who join our family of soul seekers
in search of UNITY, PEACE, HARMONY, BALANCE and TRUTH.
As a family of committed Light Workers we share the same ideals, philosophies,
spiritual values in an all loving, all embracing Father Mother God/dess that unites
all of us as one community in providing high quality training, nurturing and support
for all its members.
Our core values as a loving family of Light Workers is to share 'Love and Light' to all
who seek our support by providing client led services that are all embracing, all
loving and sensitive to the needs of our local communities and all who ask for our
support.
Our members come from all walks of life and as a family we are totally united in our
common purpose in providing services for Carers and clients that are non
judgemental, and all embracing regardless of Colour, Ethnicity, Disability, Sexuality
or Religious Persuasion.
As a committed interfaith spiritual family we have all made an undertaking to support
our new commitment as brothers and sisters sharing a common vision by forming the
Tau Community. Available for all Light Workers, Carers and like minded therapists
to join our spiritual family, embracing the healing energies of the Angelic Realms;
the Divine Feminine and Christ Consciousness underpinned by the Angel (Feng Shui)
Bagua and the ancient teachings of the Nazarene Essenes.
Our VISION is to share with YOU and others only the purest love from a heart of
love. As light workers of integrity, we aim to Empower YOU to embrace your inner
essence as a child of Love and Light and together we can make a difference in our
world which is searching for simplicity and truth!
The Family of Tau is an interfaith community open to all Therapists, Light
Workers, Carers and like minded therapists who are searching for a
spiritual pathway.
We have been guided by the Ascended Masters to reunite as a Spiritual family that is
now fragmented by ego to practice Love and Light in our daily life. We have been
instructed by Mother Mary to adopt the spirituality and core values of Saint Francis of
Assisi who represented only Love, Peace, Integrity, Spiritual Freedom, Honesty,
Harmony, Balance, Love for Mother Earth and the animal kingdom.
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We are a Spiritual Family of like minded seekers in search of Spiritual Truth. We
consist of ordinary men and women who live simple ordinary lives. Our daily lives
are lived out in an extraordinary way by sharing a common vision for the total wellbeing of our local community, our country and the wider global village. Our hearts
are permanently fixed on sharing Love and Light through engaging in normal
everyday activities. Our core values as a committed spiritual family empowers each
one of us to make time for feeding and nurturing not just our mind and body but also
our Spirit through quiet moments of silence and daily prayer either alone, with our
loved ones, or with each other. We perceive 'Prayer' as anything spiritual that raises
our consciousness to celebrate life and the sharing and exchanging of our love for
each other with another in the presence of the 'I AM PRESENCE.'
Our Members are invited to embrace issues that affect each one of us on a global
scale by sending out Love and Light. We are perceived as 'Spiritual Eco Warriors' reeducating society to respect the planet, a free gift to us from Source on a loan basis.
Our core values are to address any imbalance in equality, peace, love, unity, harmony,
hatred for another brother or sister. As members of the same global community, we
have shared responsibilities to be 'spiritual advocates and nurture Love and Light by
sharing Love with all. When a brother or sister is in pain then we, as one spiritual
family are also affected both indirectly and directly!
Being a member of the Tau Community is joining a family of ‘soul mates’ that
eventually become Friends for life.
Joining our spiritual family is taking a step closer to being an enlightened ‘Spiritual
Eco Warrior’ for Source, the Divine Feminine, empowering all Light Workers to
meet the spiritual and holistic needs of a changing /faceless world that has lost sight
of its Divinity –Purpose –Mission.
"Hold back nothing of yourself for yourself, so that he who gives Himself
totally to you may receive you totally." St. Francis.
On their Graduation and Final Attunement Day, our Therapist's are presented with the
Tau symbol to wear on their person to show the world that we are 'One Spiritual
Family' in service with Mother Earth and all that of Light Workers and Carers can
affect change only from within! serves the 'I AM PRESENCE,' promoting harmony,
balance and divine connectedness within the family of Love and Light. We as an
interfaith community
It has been prophesied that when everything is right with the New World and the
energies and vibrations are high, people will tend to live in communities. Money will
probably be a thing of the past and, as of old, the trades people, artists, therapists, etc.
will share their gifts with others. Life will be peaceful as it was meant to be. People
will not be lonely or greedy. The communities will be safe places to live and
fellowship will be shared.
To fully understand and comprehend the Tau vision given by Lord Kutumi to our
students and therapists in July 2006, we need to reflect on who is the ‘Wounded
Healer’? Many people who have become therapists do so because they genuinely
want to help others. Many come to train as therapists of the Academy because they
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have worked through healing themselves and feel they are in a position to help others.
However, when we begin to help others, the healing of others naturally brings up
unfinished business within ourselves. Unless we are fully aware of this, we can end
up projecting our problems onto the already traumatized client /patient, sometimes in
a very subtle way.
What has this to do with healers? Well, I believe that any agendas which lay
unanswered within a person may surface when treating a patient/client. I would say
that all healers first and foremost duty is to their clients /patients, and to act with the
utmost humility, compassion and ethics, understanding that their skills do not come
from themselves, but from God. Then they have a duty to themselves to keep body
and mind as pure as possible through right nutrition, right thoughts and right actions.
Maybe it seems a tall order, but when many lives are at stake, it is a necessary order.
The world needs powerful healers who are in control of themselves and know who
they are. Are YOU working from a safe place right now? If not, then maybe we can
help each other to grow…
We achieve our aims by listening to the voice of Sananda (Jesus), ‘ Love one another
as I have loved You.’ We do this by:
»

Sharing His love and light when we meet as one caring family of soul
seekers in a community, The Academy made up of brothers and sisters who
share one common goal. That goal is divine love rooted in the orthodox
teachings of Jesus, the Nazarene Essene, underpinned by the ancient
teachings of St Francis and the Angel Healing Bagua.

»

Empowering each other to feel safe and loved as one family who care for
the whole person.

»

Respecting confidentiality as sacrosanct.

»

Encouraging each other to speak one’s truth from a place of love.

»

To observe negative voices that may colour one’s judgement of a fellow
therapist thus losing out on their skills and gifts for the whole family. We
are to eradicate discontent at grass roots level.

»

Embracing the Christ / Magdalene energies within each other through
mutual respect and managing diversity with love not hate.

»

Supporting a fellow member /therapist who may have lost sight of
boundaries in their relationships with each other and /or with their clients.
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The Tau Franciscan Cross for Peace and Unity for all

More Information
• Sean Bradley, a former nursing monk and qualified nurse of 38 years, now works as
a spiritual life coach/ teacher. He practises healing with Therapeutic Channelling
based on the teachings of the Nazarene Essenes, working working with the healing
energies of Sananda (Jesus), Mary Magdalene and the Angelic realms, using
therapeutic touch underpinned with sacred healing oils, to empower clients and train
therapists embrace the Divine Feminine and Source.
•Sean Bradley is author of eight including Angelic Energies, The Light Worker’s
Way, Let Your Light Shine for 2012, Sacred Tools, Sacred Inspirations, Therapeutic
Channelling for Practitioners, Creating A Sacred Oasis For Angelic Healing Energy
and CDs empowering therapists to relax and connect with the Divine. He is a native
of Glasgow-reared in Ireland and gives healing workshops and runs certified healing
courses working with the Sananda/Magdalene/Angelic energies in UK and abroad.
•Therapeutic Channelling is taught as a therapy at Sean Bradley Academy in Storth,
Cumbria and by Distant Learning Modalities.
•The Tau Community – an interfaith spiritual community for like minded soul
seekers was established by Sean with his students and therapists in July 2006
reaching out to all light workers providing support. The vision for Tau was given by
Lord Kutumi (St. Francis) to unite all faiths and none to send out Love and Light to
the universe. For details of Sean’s Events , Retreats and Courses please write to:
Sean Bradley Academy, Chapel Gap, Storth, Milnthorpe. Cumbria. LA7 7JL.
Tel: 01524-762292.
Sean’s website for more details:
www.sean-bradley.com
www,taucommunity.com
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